HOW TO EFFECTIVELY COMMUNICATE RISKS TO DIVERSE CONSUMERS
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The article outlines how to efficiently communicate risks described in numerical values to consumers. The issue is vital and its relevance is related to communication that applies numeric values is an essential part of informing consumers about hazards and advantages of food products; however, a lot of consumers have difficulty perceiving digital information about risks due to various reasons. Consequently, such people assess risks inadequately and can't make well justified decisions based on quantitative information. The authors explain that to remove numerical information and to replace it with verbal description is not advisable as it doesn't allow to solve an issue of efficient risk communication. They also give examples that illustrate how wrong communication tactics can lead to risks aggravation or underestimation. The authors apply certain propositions to prove efficiency of tested risk communication formats, such as standard categories, visual aids, conventional symbols, etc. It was detected that visual aids, or graphic images of information on risks, can eliminate a lot of problems and result in much better understanding of risks and decisions among diverse people. Such means are quite efficient when it comes to people with limited abilities related to perception of linguistic and numerical information, elderly people, highly educated people and population in general. The authors also give some positive examples on how information was adapted for diverse consumers. They come to a conclusion that well-thought-out and transparent risk communication formats that incorporate natural cognitive strategies can make risk communications much easier. Better understanding, in its turn, often leads to conscious decision making by consumers and health-oriented decisions, intentions, and behavior.
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One can attract customers' attention using variable traditional and up-to-date communication channels. However, the challenge remains regarding how to communicate risk effectively to diverse audiences, especially when it comes to communicating numerical information. A growing body of research shows that many consumers have difficulty understanding numerical information about risk but such data are often an essential part in informing about risks. This paper dwells on various strategies that can help to improve risk communications regarding both individual consumers and basic decision making (for example, risk comprehension and risk perception). The research outlines formats that can either distort or improve perception and comprehension. We recommend several tools that can help to reveal people who can get wrong comprehension about risks and suggest certain approaches to creation of materials that inform about risks and are adapted for a specific audience.

Risk communications with numerical information are an essential part of informing consumers about hazards or advantageous of food products. The increased data gathering and enhanced analytical capabilities of today make reliable risk assessment available and the results should be communicated to consumers. The spread of technology and the Internet gives us the opportunity to easily reach consumers through various traditional and modern communication channels. However, the challenge remains regarding how to communicate risk effectively to diverse audiences. A growing body of research shows that many consumers have low risk literacy – they have difficulty understanding numerical information about risk. So, they can't make informed decisions based on numerical information. Thus, as per Galesic research [1], performed on repre-
sentative national samplings, about a third of the United States and Germany citizens cannot perform basic probability operations such as transforming proportions to percentages; as a result, they do not know which risk is bigger: 1 in 100, 1 in 1000, or 1 in 10.

Avoiding numerical information and replacing it with verbal labels is not a viable solution to this problem. Research shows that using verbal labels to describe risks such as “rare”, “frequent”, or “common” results in very variable and often inaccurate interpretations by communication recipients [2]. Fortunately, research in risk communication has generated several important insights that can help us communicate risks to consumers in an effective and transparent way. In particular, research shows that low risk literacy is not necessarily caused by people’s cognitive limitations but is greatly influenced by a specific format of risk communication [3]. Here we briefly summarize several risk communication strategies that can help improve risk communication.

Avoid some risk communication formats and use recommended alternatives instead. Suppose that experts have detected salmonella in 3% of popular brand bagged salads currently on the market. When communicating this risk to consumers, experts caution against using what has been termed the 1-out-of-X format (i.e., 1 out of 33 salads on the market has been contaminated) [4]. Compared to other formats (percentages or proportions out of 100), the 1-out-of-X format results on average in more worry and heightened risk estimates, so it may unnecessarily scare consumers [5]. An alternative option would be to communicate the risk using percentages. In this case, special attention should be paid to the reference class. To illustrate, research shows that if we communicate to consumers that “The risk of contaminated products is 3%”, about a third of consumers may mistakenly interpret this as for instance “3% of the leaves in each bagged salad are contaminated” [6]. In contrast, if we specify the reference class (i.e., 3% of bagged salad packages currently on the market are contaminated) we would avoid this confusion. The size of the reference class is also important, because it may convey information about the reliability of estimates (more reliable with larger sample sizes) or the total number of persons or units at risk.

Special care should be taken also when comparing groups with different sizes. For instance, suppose that we communicate to consumers that contaminated salads have been found in 3 out of 50 stores in municipality A and 8 out of 200 stores in municipality B. Research shows that up to half of communication recipients may mistakenly infer that the risk is greater in municipality B (4%) than in municipality A (6%). This is because people often focus on the numerator in a fraction (3 vs. 8) and ignore or pay less attention to the denominator (the total number of stores in each municipality, 50 vs. 200) [7, 8]. To avoid confusion, experts recommend transforming the fractions using the same denominator (6 in 100 stores in municipality A and 4 in 100 stores in municipality B). When that is not possible or desirable, visual aids can help (see Figure 1). The most popular visual aids used to communicate risk information include bar graphs, line graphs, and icon arrays.

Use well-designed visual aids to boost comprehension. A growing body of research shows that visual aids – graphical displays of risk information – can solve numerous problems discussed above and robustly improve risk comprehension and decisions in diverse individuals (for a review see [9]). Visual aids have been effective in individuals with limited linguistic and numeric abilities, elderly individuals, highly educated professionals, and population in general. However, not all visual aids are equally effective. In order to inform consumers, they need to be well-designed – transparent and with well defined elements that “accurately and clearly represent the relevant information by making part-to-whole relationships in the data visually available” [9]. In a recent systematic review article, Garcia-Retamero and Cokely [10] offer useful evidence-based guidelines regarding how to design effective and transparent visual aids. As we can see in Figure 1, each...
square represents one store. Similar displays have been shown to facilitate risk comparisons in different contexts [7, 8].

![Figure 1. An example of icon arrays displaying the proportion of stores that may have sold contaminated produce in two municipalities with a different number of stores.](image.png)

Use validated screening tools to optimize risk communication. Visual aids are powerful tools but unfortunately, they are not equally effective for everyone. In particular, visual aids will help consumers as long as they have a moderate level of graph literacy that is a skill that allows them to extract data and meaning from graphical representations of quantitative information [11–13]. The efficiency of different risk communication strategies may also depend on the statistical numeracy of consumers, i.e., their ability to understand and use mathematical expressions of probability [14]. Numeracy influences not only the extent to which consumers understand different risk communication formats, but also their preference for receiving quantitative information [15–17]. This suggests that tailoring information on the individual or average population level can increase risk communication efficiency (see [18] for an example from the medical domain). There are several validated tools that can help to adapt risk communication to individual recipients or on average to the population level. The new Subjective Graph Literacy scale assesses people’s self-reported ability to process and use graphically presented information [13]. In only one minute, it provides a reliable and valid assessment of consumers’ skills and risk communication preferences, making it especially efficient and user-friendly. There is also a more extensive scale measuring Objective Graph Literacy [11] that would be useful for more research-oriented applications. This scale uses test-like items and is a powerful predictor of performance on diverse graph-related tasks in populations with different cultural, educational, and demographic backgrounds [12].

Several measures of numeracy exist, including the Subjective Numeracy Scale [17] that is a useful addition to the Subjective Graph Literacy Scale. To measure objective numeracy with math-like questions one can choose among several instruments of varying length and difficulty [14, 19, 20]. For instance, the Berlin Numeracy Test (see riskliteracy.org) is among the most efficient stand-alone assessments of numeracy, risk literacy, and general decision making skill [21]. It provides a reliable assessment in 2–3 minutes and is suitable for use with educated samplings from diverse countries and cultures (e.g., college students, computer-literate adults, experts).

**Conclusions.** High level of education does not guarantee comprehension of risk communications as even some highly educated, experienced professionals misunderstand important risk communications in their field of expertise [18, 22]. Subtle differences in risk communication formats and misunderstanding of risk statistics can have significant effects on comprehension and subsequent decisions and behavior. Fortunately, there are solutions to the problem: well-designed, transparent risk communication formats that make use of people’s natural cognitive strategies can facilitate risk communication. Improved comprehension in turn often leads to informed decision making by consumers and health-oriented decisions, intentions, and behavior [10, 23–25].
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